Meeting Agenda
EMA Commission
Date: June 24, 2021

Time: 6:00 pm

Location: EOC and Zoom

The EMA Commission met June 24th at 6:00 pm in the EOC and over Zoom. Members present
were Linda Tjaden, Scott Johnson, Jerry Engelhardt, Trevis O’Connell, and Dean Andrews.

Covid Vaccination clinics are walk-ins to Public Health right now. There was good attendance
from February to May when the clinics were being done at the Youth Enrichment Center at the
Fairgrounds. As demand for the vaccination went down, Public Health are performing
vaccinations inside their clinic to anyone who still calls in or submits a sign up on the Floyd
County Website.
An update on the EMA progress was talked about. Drew Mitchell has most of the required
baseline classes done. These classes are to be completed within two years of employment as
enforced by Homeland Security. Mitchell has been to a Firefighter association meeting,
reported to several different accidents/fires, and has been working along side the CERT team
getting all the required training they need done, and started back up monthly meetings with
them.
Discussion on the Statement of Understanding between the EMA and the NILTDRC took
place. Tjaden gave a quick back story of the organization to educate the committee members
better. The NILTDRC is a group of members between the counites of Floyd, Cerro Gordo,
Worth, and Mitchell that by signing the agreement, will provide help in any major disaster if a
county needs it, and state or federal aid is not available for the disaster. Andrews asked if this
was an annual membership that our commission would need to pay to be a part of the
organization, which is not the case as the NILTDRC is looking for funding from other groups.
No other discussion was talked about. There was a motion to approve the signing of the
statement of understanding by Andrews, O’Connell seconded. The motion passed
unanimously.
Meeting Adjorned.

